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Introduction.-At low frequencies ((10 Hz) the ac conductivity of glasses and many n other disordered solids is characterized by a power law dependence such that 0 -where n< 1 (1).
We will briefly discuss the models (2,3) that have been proposed to explain this behavior and point out some of their limitations. We conclude that an interpretation which is more consistent with experimental results requires that one take into account ac conductivity measurements at higher frequencies (10~-10" Hz). Such measurements, particularly at low temperatures (<10K), require the existence in glasses of low energy two-level configurational modes (TLS). We propose that a generalized distribution N(E) of TLS which is nearly constant at "high" energies, correspondipg to the experimental temperature range (0.01-lOK), and which is proportional to E O 0 as E+O can account for the essential features of the ac conductivity in the majority of disordered solids. We stress, that in addition to the availability of data over a wide frequency range, it is necessary that measurements are available over a wide temperature range, including very low T (<lK).
On the basis of the limited data that is available we show that two-level configurational modes can make a significant and possibly dominant contribution to the ac conductivity of certain disordered materials. We suggest that the contribution of such modes to the ac conductivity of semiconducting chalcogenide glasses be considered in the manner to be discussed below. This is in contrast to earlier suggestions regarding the involvement of low energy structural modes, specifically via a hopping mechanism (4).
Previous Models.-The ac conductiy+3y of disordered solids can be expressed in a generalized way as o(w,T) = B(T)UJ"
. Austin and Mott (2) have proposed that the ac conductivity is due to thermally assisted quantum-mechanical tunneling (QMT) of charged carriers (not structural modes) between localized states near the Fermi level (1). Although certain qualitative experimental features are,predicted by the model, several specific predictions are at variance with experimental data. Difficulties include the predicted temperature and frequency dependences as well as an unusually large predicted density of states N(E ) . The model has further diffi-F culties if it is assumed that electrons (or holes) form diamagnetic paired states in the energy gap of the chalcogenide glasses. The tunneling of pairs of carriers need then be considered in the QMT framework, but Phillips ( 5 ) has pointed out that this process is extremely unlikely. As an alternate explanation of ac conductivity data of chalcogenide glasses. Elliott (3) has considered a model in which two electrons are thermally activated over a potential barrier. In terms of the Mott-Street (6) (or Kastner, Adler, Fritssche (7) Elliott assumes that xmin=t which implicitly assumes that the smallest barrier height W can be exactly equPl to zero. This assumption is subject to question. If W=O then the "non-intimate valence alternation pairs" as considered by Elliott would be unstable. Moreover, the intimate valence alternation pairs (7), having an even large coulombic interaction, could not exist as conceived. On the other hand, a nonzero lower bound W . implies that t . =r exp(Wmi /kT) which will lead to a considerable deviation 8 :
: relaxation effects but which we can associate directly with the states corresponding to Region 2 of Fig. 3 . Careful temperature dependent measurements of glasses in the low frequency region are therefore clearly required in order to distinguish between contributions to the ac conductivity which have potentially different physical origins.
Extension of these results to chalcogenide glasses will require consideration of the intrinsic electronic structure of these materials. Configurational TLS are general properties of materials such as As S and As Se . Therefore the generalized density N(E) in Fig. 3 should also apply. 2~%om this2foqlows that the low temperature ac conductivity is very likely dominated by TLS processes. Nevertheless, the proposed bipolarons invoked by Elliott may be intimately tied to the TLS. At elevated temperatures the bipolarons are thermally excited leading to ac loss related to the process proposed by Elliott. This process iS expected to reduce the magnitude of the parameter n in the Ngai dielectric response theory from unity to a smaller value. Evidence for the "melting" of the glass-like distribution of TLS and a subsequent temperature dependent n(T) exists for Nap Alumina (13,15).
It is not clear whether this concept can be extended to the semiconducting glasses.
